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Black History Month Lecture - From ‘Good Negroes’ To Martin Lawrence Anti-War
By Nicole Frediani
Staff Writer

A

bout a half dozen students
gathered Monday for a presentation on the portrayal of
blacks in the media, from “good
Negroes” to Martin Lawrence.
The journey through celluloid

history, presented by Cal State
Hayward communications Professor Jim Forsher, dealt with
blacks’ portrayal in the media
from the days of first feature films
to the present.
“Today we examined everything from comic portrayals that
are racist to comic portrayals that

are based on race,” Forsher said.
The presentation began with
an examination of one of the
most watched films in history,
“The Birth of a Nation.” The 1915
D.W. Griffith film, based on a
book about the start of the Ku
Klux Klan, was met with both
protest and praise in its time.
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Many, including the NAACP,
protested the film for its portrayal of blacks and for its exaltation of the KKK. Others, including President Woodrow Wilson,
praised it. The NAACP sued the
makers of the film, taking the
case all the way to the Supreme
Court, where the film found great
support.
“The Supreme Court argued
that since the movie was not protected under the First Amendment, because it was entertainment, it could not be viewed as
unconstitutional,” Forsher said.
All this commotion did nothing but fuel the flames of interest, causing more people to view
the film. Griffith, the son of a Civil
War veteran, was perplexed by
the controversy.
“The Negroes depicted in the
film are good Negroes,” Griffith
wrote in a letter to the New York
Times, one of the film’s biggest
critics. “They listened to their
masters.”
This kind of blind racism
lasted well up to the mid 1950s
and even later, according to
Forsher, though much of the racism was not blatant.
Many films in this time period
chose to ignore blacks and the
social issues surrounding race
and racism. Forsher showed a
clip from 1945’s “Meet Me In St.
Louis,” a film that portrays a
wide-eyed Judy Garland in a
“white world.”
“What was that last clip missing?” Forsher asked the audience. “Anyone of color. The films

of this time showed non-controversial, white, fun-loving, upper
middle class people.”
This racist view wasn’t limited to film. Forsher also presented an example of the Jack
Benny Show, a popular comedy
sketch show from the 1950s.
The scene depicted an African tribe dancing and chanting,
first in a commercial for Lucky
Strike Cigarettes, then as part of
a scene featuring Benny and comedian Bob Hope. The clip included Hope saying, upon arriving in the jungle, “I told you we
would get in trouble if we got off
the freeway.”
The comment insinuated
what could happen to a white
man if he were to enter the
“wrong” part of town.
Also popular in the ’50s was
the show “Amos and Andy.”
Forsher draws some comparisons between this show, now
deemed as racist, and later programs like “The Jeffersons.”
“I can’t draw a line between
“Amos and Andy” and a show
like “The Jeffersons,’” said
Forsher. “They are both selfdeprecating humor.”
This trend continued up to
1967 with the Stanley Kramer
film, “Guess Who’s Coming to
Dinner.” The film depicts the
challenges of an inter-racial
couple in the 1960s.
The film does more than just
explore racism from whites towards blacks; it explores black
on black and black on white racism as well.

Readings Of
Anti-War
Classic
By Jessica Ledbetter
Staff Writer

A

s President George W. Bush
comes closer to a decision
about war on Iraq, citizens worldwide have protested with peace
rallies and Internet petitions, and
Monday, March 3, many cities
around the world will see performances of the classical Greek
anti-war, sex-strike comedy,
“Lysistrata.”
Theater Professor Regina
Cate will hold a reading of the
work by Aristophanes at the
CSUH Costa campus at 7 p.m. in
the Oak Room. The performance
will be by students in Cate’s
class on “Women in Dramatic Literature.”
According to the Lysistrata
Project Web site (www.lysistra
taproject.com) the idea for the
worldwide readings was conceived six weeks ago by New
York actors Kathryn Blume and
Sharron Bower.
“Before we started Lysistrata
Project we could do nothing but
sit and watch in horror as the
Bush administration drove us toward a unilateral attack on Iraq,”
said Blume.. “So we emailed all
our friends and put up a Web site.
The response has been enormous.”
In “Lysistrata,” a group of
women unite and refuse to sleep
with their husbands until they
can find a way to end a war. After the men agonize, they give in
to the sex strike and the conflict
is resolved without bloodshed.
Bower said, “Many people
have e-mailed us to say they now
feel empowered to do something
and foster dialogue in their own
communities about the dangers
of this war.”
More than 780 readings of the
play are scheduled in 43 countries and all 50 of the United
States. Celebrities like John
Densmore of the Doors, actors
Kevin Bacon, and Kyra Sedgwick
will participate.

AS Gives Help
To PASA
No Decision on Pin Money
By Kristen Daniels
Staff Writer

T

he Associated Students
Board has approved a request from the Pilipino American
Student Association, (PASA) for
$3000 to help pay for the cost of
the organization’s annual Pilipino
Cultural Night, planned for May
24 and 25.
The total budget for the event
is $11,515. PASA, a CSUH club,
is expecting $1125 from various
sponsors and $7000 from ticket
revenues for the event. The request for funding from AS was to
fill the gap.
The club performs community
services such as food and clothing drives, cultural awareness
programs, parent appreciation
and bone-marrow drives.
The issue of what to do with
the Sept. 11 memorial pins remains undecided. The pins originally were purchased with the
intention of using them to raise
money to benefit the children
whose parent or parents died in
the terrorist attack.
The board had researched the
option of collecting a $5 donation
for each pin.Each donation would
also include an entry in a drawing for a laptop computer and
miscellaneous gift certificates.
Since time and money have
already been invested in the purchase of the pins, the expected
time it would take to collect donations and organize a drawing,
along with the possibility of incurring additional expenses because of the drawing, AS board
member Jami Goldman suggested using the pins to promote
AS and to encourage students to
seek office.
“I personally believe that we
need to cut our losses and just
give away the pins,” said
Goldman. “I know that wasn’t
the goal initially . . . but sometimes goals need to be revised.”
That suggestion raised the ire
of Vice Chair Miguel Castaneda,
who had spent time researching
printing costs of the tickets and
prices of the prizes.
Because of the high emotion
surrounding the issue of what to
do with the pins and the money
that has already been collected
for the cause, the issue was
tabled.

